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• Communication/Questions ritosk@inf.ethz.ch

• My office: CAB F84

• http://cse-lab.ethz.ch/people.html
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• Testat: 25% of the total points
• 12 series with 16 points -> 48 points for the Testat

• Extra points for challenge exercises

• Solutions should be delivered:
• individually (No groups allowed)

• on time as noted on assignment

• For more information on the lecture page
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• 2 quotations from “Sieben Wunder der Informatik”:

• An algorithm is an easily understood description of an 
activity leading to our goal.

• An algorithm for solving a problem (a task) has to ensure 
that it works correctly for each possible problem instance. 
To work correctly means that, for any input, it finishes its 
work in a finite time and produces the correct result.
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Read into Register(n)!

Register(n) ! a fixed number

Register( Register(i) ) ! Register(j)

Register(n) ! Register(i) + Register(j)!

Register(n) ! Register(i) - Register(j)!

Register(n) ! Register(i) * Register(j)!

Register(n) ! Register(i) / Register(j)!

Register(n) ! "( Register(i) )

Go to line j!

If Register(n) = 0, then go to line j

If Register(n) <= Register(m), then go to line j

Output ! Register(n)!

Output ! “Some text”!

End

Register(n) ! Register(j)

Remark: Strictly speaking, the last instruction is not defined in the 

lecture notes. Therefore, it is not allowed to use it. However, 

since it is easy to simulate, and it is very convenient, we will allow 

the usage of this instruction in the exam.

Register Machine

List of instructions:
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• A CPU (central processor unit) that is connected to all other
parts of the computer. In order to execute one instruction, the
CPU starts by reading the content of Register(0) in order to
fix which instruction has to be executed. Then looking at the
corresponding instruction of the program, the CPU fetches the
contents of the registers (the numbers saved in the registers)
that are arguments of the executed instructions and executes
the corresponding operation on these data. Finally, the CPU
saves the result in the register determined by the instruction
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(4) Register(n) ! Register(j) - Register(i)

To execute this operation means to subtract the content of
Register(i) from the content of Register(j) and to save the
result in Register(n).

(5) Register(n) ! Register(j) " Register(i)

The computer has to multiply the contents of the registers
Register(j) and Register(i) and to save the result in Re-
gister(n).

(6) Register(n) ! Register(j) / Register(i)

The computer has to divide the content of Register(j) by the
content of Register(i) and to save the result in Register(n).

(7) Register(n) !
!

Register(m)

The computer has to compute3 the root of the content of
Register(n) and to save the result in Register(m).

Exercise 2.5 Consider the following situation. All registers except4 for Register(0)
contain the value 0. Register(0) contains the value 1. The numbers a and b are
waiting in the input queue. Explain what result is in Register(3) after the execution
of the following program:

1 Read into Register(1)
2 Register(1) ! Register(1) " Register(1)
3 Read into Register(2)
4 Register(2) ! Register(2) " Register(2)
5 Register(3) ! Register(1) + Register(2)

Similarly to cooking, it is not su!cient to be able to execute some
instructions only. We also need tests that decide about how to
continue in the work. For this purpose, we present the following
two simple basic operations:

3To compute a root of a number is not a basic instruction of a computer and we
introduce it only because we need it for solving quadratic equations. On the other
hand, there is no doubt that a computer can compute a root of a number, but to
do so one has to write a program as a sequence of arithmetic instructions.

4Remember that Register(0) contains the order of the instruction executed.
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• A CPU (central processor unit) that is connected to all other
parts of the computer. In order to execute one instruction, the
CPU starts by reading the content of Register(0) in order to
fix which instruction has to be executed. Then looking at the
corresponding instruction of the program, the CPU fetches the
contents of the registers (the numbers saved in the registers)
that are arguments of the executed instructions and executes
the corresponding operation on these data. Finally, the CPU
saves the result in the register determined by the instruction
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To execute this operation means to subtract the content of
Register(i) from the content of Register(j) and to save the
result in Register(n).
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The computer has to multiply the contents of the registers
Register(j) and Register(i) and to save the result in Re-
gister(n).

(6) Register(n) ! Register(j) / Register(i)

The computer has to divide the content of Register(j) by the
content of Register(i) and to save the result in Register(n).

(7) Register(n) !
!

Register(m)

The computer has to compute3 the root of the content of
Register(n) and to save the result in Register(m).

Exercise 2.5 Consider the following situation. All registers except4 for Register(0)
contain the value 0. Register(0) contains the value 1. The numbers a and b are
waiting in the input queue. Explain what result is in Register(3) after the execution
of the following program:

1 Read into Register(1)
2 Register(1) ! Register(1) " Register(1)
3 Read into Register(2)
4 Register(2) ! Register(2) " Register(2)
5 Register(3) ! Register(1) + Register(2)

Similarly to cooking, it is not su!cient to be able to execute some
instructions only. We also need tests that decide about how to
continue in the work. For this purpose, we present the following
two simple basic operations:

3To compute a root of a number is not a basic instruction of a computer and we
introduce it only because we need it for solving quadratic equations. On the other
hand, there is no doubt that a computer can compute a root of a number, but to
do so one has to write a program as a sequence of arithmetic instructions.

4Remember that Register(0) contains the order of the instruction executed.
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hand, there is no doubt that a computer can compute a root of a number, but to
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Exercise 2.6 Describe the content of all registers after the execution of the whole
program!

Output: ”There
is no solution”

Register(8) !
!

Register(8)
Register(7) ! Register(2)*Register(6)
Register(6) ! Register(1)*Register(4)

Register(11) ! Register(7)+Register(8)
Register(11) ! Register(11)/Register(6)

Output ! Register(11)

Register(12) ! Register(7)-Register(8)

Register(12) ! Register(12)/Register(6)

Output ! Register(12)

End

End

NO YES

Register(9)"Register(8)

Register(8) ! Register(5)#Register(1)
Register(8) ! Register(8)#Register(3)
Register(8) ! Register(7)-Register(8)

Register(7) ! Register(2)#Register(2)

Register(4) ! 2
Register(5) ! 4
Register(6) ! $1

read into Register(1)

read into Register(2)
read into Register(3)

Fig. 2.7

Exercise 2.7 If b2 ! 4ac = 0, then there is only one solution x1 = x2 to this
quadratic equation. Modify the presented program in such a way that in this case
the program outputs first the text “There is only one solution and this is” and then

Input queue:
a,b,c
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2 Read into Register(2)

3 Register(3) ! -1

4 If Register(1) = 0, then go to row 8

5 Register(1) ! Register(1) + Register(3)

6 Register(4) ! Register(4) + Register(2)

7 Go to row 4

8 Output ! Register(4)

9 End

The corresponding graphic representation of this program is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.9.

Read into Register(1)

Read into Register(2)

Register(3) ! "1

Register(1)= 0

NOYES

Register(1) ! Register(1)+ Register(3)

Register(4) ! Register(4)+ Register(2)

Output ! Register(4)

End

Fig. 2.9

The goal of this program is to compute a # b. The strategy is to
compute a # b in the following way

b + b + b + . . . + b
! "# $

a times

,

Input queue:
a = 3
b = 4
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The goal of this program is to compute a # b. The strategy is to
compute a # b in the following way

b + b + b + . . . + b
! "# $

a times

,

Are there any problems if  a or b are equal to 0 ?

Input queue:
a = 3
b = 4
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The goal of this program is to compute a # b. The strategy is to
compute a # b in the following way

b + b + b + . . . + b
! "# $

a times

,

Are there any problems if  a or b are equal to 0 ?
Will the result be correct if b is negative?

Input queue:
a = 3
b = 4
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5 Register(1) ! Register(1) + Register(3)

6 Register(4) ! Register(4) + Register(2)

7 Go to row 4

8 Output ! Register(4)

9 End

The corresponding graphic representation of this program is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.9.

Read into Register(1)

Read into Register(2)

Register(3) ! "1

Register(1)= 0

NOYES

Register(1) ! Register(1)+ Register(3)

Register(4) ! Register(4)+ Register(2)

Output ! Register(4)

End

Fig. 2.9

The goal of this program is to compute a # b. The strategy is to
compute a # b in the following way

b + b + b + . . . + b
! "# $

a times

,

Are there any problems if  a or b are equal to 0 ?
Will the result be correct if b is negative?

What about a < 0 ?

Input queue:
a = 3
b = 4
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2 Read into Register(2)

3 Register(3) ! -1

4 If Register(1) = 0, then go to row 8

5 Register(1) ! Register(1) + Register(3)

6 Register(4) ! Register(4) + Register(2)

7 Go to row 4

8 Output ! Register(4)

9 End

The corresponding graphic representation of this program is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.9.

Read into Register(1)

Read into Register(2)

Register(3) ! "1

Register(1)= 0

NOYES

Register(1) ! Register(1)+ Register(3)

Register(4) ! Register(4)+ Register(2)

Output ! Register(4)

End

Fig. 2.9

The goal of this program is to compute a # b. The strategy is to
compute a # b in the following way

b + b + b + . . . + b
! "# $

a times

,

Are there any problems if  a or b are equal to 0 ?
Will the result be correct if b is negative?

What about a < 0 ?

Can you suggest a solution ?

Input queue:
a = 3
b = 4
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Aufgabe 1 (4 Punkte)

Register(1) x Register(2) y

Register(0) 0

Register(1)

Register(2) Register(1) y

Register(2) x 0

Aufgabe 2 (6 Punkte)

(14)

1. Register(1) ! 1

2. Register(2) ! 3

3. Register(3) ! 2

4. Register(4) ! 7

5. Register(1) ! Register(Register(2))

6. Register(Register(3)) ! Register(4) * Register(1)

Tipp:

Aufgabe 3 (6 Punkte)

0

0 0

0

Tipp:

Abgabe:
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